
ITEAD INFLUENCER TERMS AND CONDITIONS

These Influencer Terms and Conditions (the “Terms”) govern services to be provided by Influencers
who participate in ITEAD’s influencer marketing program. Capitalized terms not specifically defined
herein shall have the meaning assigned to them in an Influencer Agreement (the “Agreement”).
When you check the Terms and submit according to the prompts on the website, or proceed to the
next step to continue using this website after checking the Terms, it means that you have (a) fully
understood all the contents of the Terms; (b) agreed to enter into the Terms with ITEAD as Influencers
[“influencer partner”in 1-(a)] and be bound by the Terms; and (c) agreed that the Terms are posted on

ITEAD’s website, that ITEAD may make adjustments from time to time and that you are automatically
subject to adjusted version content.

1.General Guidelines:
(a) If you are chosen as ITEAD official influencer partner, we will contact you directly via email to
communicate more specific details of the cooperation; influencer mentioned below (without special
explaination) refers to ITEAD official influencer partner.
(b) The Influencer will receive Free SONOFF/Nextion products, but in return will share videos/posts
displaying product on your social media platform linking to ITEAD product page.The videos/posts shall
tag ITEAD official account to increase the chances of being reposted;
(c) Influencer acknowledges and agrees that ITEAD has the right, but not the obligation, to(i)review
any content prior to publication, and(ii) at any time during or after the term, require Influencer to edit
or remove any content that ITEAD finds does not comply with the terms of the agreement, ITEAD’s
business idea, marketing plan or scheme, about which ITEAD has the right to final interpretation. The
foregoing does not alter Influencer’s responsibility for reviewing all content prepared under the
agreement to confirm the accuracy and legality of all disclosures, descriptions and depictions of the
product, ITEAD, and, with ITEAD’s prior written approval, any competitive products referenced.

2.Influencer's Content and Attributes:
Influencer gives ITEAD the irrevocable, sub-licenseable, worldwide right and permission to use any
work product or other video, photo, written or verbal content Influencer shares or provides related to
the services (collectively, “ITEAD-Related Content”) in any manner, in whole or in part, and for any
purpose and in any and all media, including and without limitation, on ITEAD owned or controlled
websites and platforms, social media, any advertising materials, publications, marketing materials,
and/or presentations, and in any and all other media, in perpetuity. Any statements, posts and/or
feedback that Influencer provides may be paraphrased, amplified, shortened and/or put into
conversational form. Influencer further agrees that ITEAD may contact (including by means of
messages on public social media platforms) Influencer about any ITEAD-Related Content;

The Influencer acknowledges that participation in the ITEAD influencer marketing program means
ITEAD can use the Influencer's ITEAD-Related Content and include the Influencer's
name/likeness/social media handle or channel/blog name and any other Influencer attributes in any
manner that ITEAD determines supports the purposes of these Terms, including use in any media that



accepts advertising or promotional content or communications (such as, but not limited to, digital,
print, television or radio).

3.Representations and Warranties: Influencer represents and warrants that:
(a) Influencer will perform all work under the agreement in a professional and good workmanlike
manner;
(b) Influencer will not infringe any trade name, trademark, trade secret, copyright, patent, or other
intellectual property right or right of publicity of a third party;
(c) Influencer is the sole owner of and/or has or will have the unrestricted right to create and submit
the content and to grant the rights to the content set forth in the agreement;
(d) Influencer’s followers/fans on social media platforms have not been procured directly or indirectly
through the use of fraudulent methods, fake accounts, or the use of third parties engaged to increase
follower/fan quantities;
(e) The content (i) is or will be the original work of Influencer or otherwise properly licensed or legally
available for the purposes described in this Terms and the Agreement, (ii) has not been previously
published in any form, (iii) is free of plagiarism, and (iv) does not and will not defame or cast any
person or entity in false light;
(f) All facts, statements, and claims in the content are true, not deceptive, misleading, or
unsubstantiated ;
(g) Influencer will obtain prior written consent to use in the Content any personal information,
photograph, video, image, or likeness of any third party and to provide such written consent to ITEAD
upon request;
(h) Neither the participation of Influencer nor any person depicted in the Content will subject
ITEAD to obligations under any talent union, guild, or collective bargaining agreements (including
SAG-AFTRA).
(i) The Influencer will not commit any act which brings ITEAD into public disrepute, contempt, scandal,
or ridicule, or which insults or offends the general community to which ITEAD's advertising materials
are directed, or which might tend to harm ITEAD or any of ITEAD's products or services including,
without limitation, disparaging ITEAD or its products or services;
(J)The Influencer will comply with all applicable federal,state and local laws, regulations,administrative
guidelines, orders and ordinances, including without limitation,all privacy and data security laws and
the terms and conditions of all applicable third party websites, platforms or application.

4.Relationship of Parties:
The Influencer's relationship with ITEAD is that of an independent contractor and the Influencer
agrees that as an independent contractor, it will not be considered an employee of ITEAD for any
purpose, including tax obligations (except for that ITEAD withholds and pays personal income tax for
the fees payable to the Influencer according to the laws and regulations of relevant countries and
regions), and will not be eligible to participate in any of ITEAD's medical, benefit or health plans.

5.Confidential Information: Unless authorized by ITEAD, Influencer agrees to hold all Confidential
Information in strict confidence, not to disclose Confidential Information to any third parties, and to
use Confidential Information solely for the purpose of fulfilling its obligations under these Terms.
“Confidential Information” shall mean all information, excluding information available from the public



domain, disclosed by ITEAD to Influencer related.

6.Term and Termination: The term of this Terms is as specified within the Influencer Agreement.
ITEAD may terminate the Agreement at any time for any reason by giving Influencer at least three
days’ notice, except ITEAD may terminate immediately if Influencer engages in conduct contrary to the
best interests of ITEAD, in ITEAD’s sole discretion. Upon termination, ITEAD will have no further
obligation to Influencer, but any rights granted to ITEAD by Influencer hereunder will continue and
survive termination or expiration of this Terms and the Agreement.

7.Others:
ITEAD reserves the right of final explanation.
By participating, you agree to ITEAD influencer terms and conditions.
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